AUSTRALIA’S LARGEST LIVE

PERFORMANCE TOUR IN 2020
MUSIC CONCERTS • THEATRE • FAMILY SHOWS • MOVIES • COMEDY

SEPTEMBER 2020

SYDNEY AIRPORT

NSW and VIC - including Sydney and Melbourne

WHO IS DRIVE-IN
ENTERTAINMENT?
Drive-In Entertainment is bringing live
entertainment back to the stage in 2020
in what has become Australia’s largest
arts recovery project.
Drive-In Entertainment will showcase some of
Australia’s favourite performers live on stage with music,
performances, family shows, comedy, DJs, and classic
Drive-In movie nights.
AS WELL AS ENTERTAINING AUDIENCES,
DRIVE-IN ENTERTAINMENT IS SUPPORTING
THE AUSTRALIA’S ARTS INDUSTRY AND ARTISTS
DURING THE CURRENT COVID-19 CRISIS.
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Audiences will be able to enjoy these unique events with
their friends from the comfort and safety of
their cars while feeling the thrill of being at a concert.

EVENT
DETAILS
•	One of the only live events in Australia during

COVID-19 with an expected audience of 20,000

•	Sydney Airport - 3 days/ nights in early October 8th, 9th, 10th (School holidays).

• 600 cars per session
•	Audiences will watch the stage and giant screens

with their friends from the comfort of their own
cars and listen via their radios or out the windows

•	Video conferencing via patrons smartphones

and tablets allows audiences to interact with
performers in real time from within their cars
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•	4 performances per day including Live Music,

Musical Theatre, Comedy, Movies, Morning Family
shows, DJs, and more! Full program / locations to
be confirmed end of June 2020

• Covid safe and weatherproof events
•	Food and drink delivery to cars via contactless
delivery system

•	10 meter high stages and 2 x giant LED screens on
either side of stage
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WHY PARTNER WITH
DRIVE-IN ENTERTAINMENT?
Action Reaction Entertainment would like to invite your brand to partner
with us for Drive-In Entertainment’s 2020 event.

•	Reach large audiences in Sydney metro area
• Connect with audiences while they are highly engaged in something they love
• Build brand awareness and relationships
• Showcase your brand and attract new customers / sales
• Work with us to develop creative ways to activate on-site and enhance the event for audiences
• Engage with your staff, clients, and customers in a unique way during lockdown
• Show your support for Australia’s suffering arts industry and artists.
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POTENTIAL
PARTNER BENEFITS
We offer a complete range of partnership
benefits to help you achieve your
marketing, staff and community
engagement goals.
Partners are invited to discuss their objectives with us
and bring their own ideas on how to enhance the event
partnership to create a tailored partnership package that
meet their goals.

ACTION REACTION WANTS TO HELP YOU CREATE
GENUINE CONNECTIONS WITH OUR AUDIENCES.
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BENEFITS

• Naming rights / Presenting rights
• Publicity / Marketing / Advertising campaigns
• On-site branding and direct promo activation
•	On stage / screen brand awareness
and advertising

•	Interactive, experiential engagement

opportunities available (stage, grounds
and virtual/ digital)

•	Logo placement and advertising across
all platforms

•	VIP ticketing, hospitality and discounts
•	Opportunity for private screenings and
money-can’t-buy experiences

•

Category Exclusivity.

MEDIA LAUNCH
EVENT -MAY 21
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Test Drive ft. Casey Donovan!

CHECK OUT OUR MEDIA LAUNCH HIGHLIGHTS VIDEO https://youtu.be/UlgqVFKyK9o

WHAT THEY’RE SAYING ABOUT
DRIVE-IN ENTERTAINMENT
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300,000+

32,000

FACEBOOK
FOLLOWERS

7,500

EMAIL
DATABASE

SUBSCRIBERS
120 MILLION+
VIEWS

ABOUT ACTION
REACTION
ENTERTAINMENT
Drive-In Entertainment was developed by
Action Reaction Entertainment, who strive
to create unique experiences and shows
based on the principle that this is the most
effective way people engage and connect
with the world around them.
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FOR 10 YEARS ACTION REACTION HAS BEEN
WORKING WITH SOME OF AUSTRALIA’S
TOP BRANDS TO PROVIDE EXCELLENCE IN
ENTERTAINMENT, BRAND EXPERIENCES, AND
UNIQUE EVENTS.

ACTION
REACTION

E N T E R T A I N M E N T

BRANDS WE’VE WORKED WITH BEFORE
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WHY ACTION
REACTION?
Action Reaction Entertainment can offer
your brand one of the only opportunities
to engage with Australian consumers face
to face in 2020, as audiences are given
the opportunity to enjoy live performance
for the first time since the COVID-19
Lockdown began.
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With concert production expertise, a large existing
following, extensive print, TV, and huge social media
buzz for Drive-In Entertainment from it’s launch in
May, plus established relationships with venues and
councils along Australia’s East coast. Action Reaction are
perfectly positioned to produce Australia’s best Drive-In
experience.

SUPPORT AUSTRALIA’S
MUSIC AND ARTS INDUSTRIES
With venues closed and all Australia’s
festivals and gigs on hold for the
foreseeable future, COVID-19 has had a
catastrophic impact on the arts industry.
Drive-In Entertainment is an opportunity to
help support the arts community; artists who are often
the first to respond to crises in creative ways helping
communities reconnect, make sense of loss, and
recover.

•	600,000+ people working in the arts in Australia
have been adversely affected by COVID-19*

•	73% of arts and recreation businesses have ceased
trading due to the COVID-19 crisis

•	Early indications suggest 12% may never reopen
•	85% of Australians agree that the arts make for a
more rich and meaningful life**

•	74% of Australians in cities attend arts events
each year**

‘CORONAVIRUS HIT AUSTRALIA’S ARTS INDUSTRY HARD AND EARLY’

– Paul Fletcher MP, Minister of Communications and Arts.
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*https://www.australiacouncil.gov.au/workspace/uploads/files/arts-nation-final-27-fe**b54f5f492882da.pdft
https://www.australiacouncil.gov.au/workspace/uploads/files/8042020-summary-of-covid-19-ar-5e8d010193a6cpdf

BE PART OF AUSTRALIA’S
LARGEST LIVE ARTS EVENT
IN 2020

CONTACT
WE LOOK FORWARD TO COLLABORATING WITH
YOU TO HELP FIND THE MOST EFFECTIVE WAY TO
REACH YOUR MARKETING, COMMUNITY
AND STAFF ENGAGEMENT OBJECTIVES.
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Paul Kennedy
Partnership Director
Email. paul@kennedyandpartners.com
Phone. 0411 125 779
www.driveinentertainment.com.au
www.actionreaction.com.au

